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İnternet’in popülerliği arttıkça, İnternet üzerinden sanal satıcılar
aracılığıyla alışveriş yapmak da artan bir ilgi görmektedir. Müşteriler kendilerine
uygun ürünleri satın almak isterler. Diğer bir deyişle, beğenebilecekleri ürünleri
seçmeye çalışmaktadırlar. Müşterilerine bu süreçte yardımcı olmak için birçok
sanal şirket ortak filtreleme sistemlerinden yararlanmaktadır. Bu sistemler iki tür
hizmet sunmaktadır. Bunlar tahmin ve en-iyi-N öneri üretmedir. Bu hizmetlerin
kalitesi temel olarak ortak filtreleme algoritmalarının en benzer varlıkları
belirlemede kullandığı benzerlik ölçütlerine dayanmaktadır. Ortak filtreleme
işlemleri için derlenen veriler sayısal ya da ikili değerler içerebilir. Sayısal
değerler için önerilen benzerlik ölçütlerini karşılaştırmak üzere birçok çalışma
sunulmuştur. Ancak ikili değerler üzerinde işlem yapan birçok benzerlik ölçütü
bulunmasına rağmen, bunların ortak filtreleme sistemlerinin doğruluğu ve
performansı üzerindeki etkisi detaylı biçimde çalışılmamıştır.
Bu tezde yedi adet ikili oy-tabanlı benzerlik ölçütünün, tahmin üretme ve
en-iyi-N listeleri önerisi için hem doğruluk hem de çevrimiçi performans kriterleri
bakımından değerlendirmesi yapılmıştır. Yediden daha fazla sayıda ölçüt
bulunmasına rağmen, birçok veri madenciliği uygulamalarında sıkça kullanılanlar
üzerine yoğunlaşılmıştır. Bu ölçütleri doğruluk ve verimlilik açısından
karşılaştırabilmek için iki iyi bilinen gerçek veri seti üzerinde birçok deneyler
yapıldı. Farklı benzerlik ölçütlerini, her defasında farklı en benzer kullanıcıların
tercihlerinin dahil olduğu ortak filtreleme süreçlerini kullanarak tahminler ve eniyi-N listeleri üretildi. Ayrıca farklı benzerlik ölçütleriyle, değişen kontrol
parametrelerinin performansa olan etkisi araştırıldı. Deneysel sonuçlar doğruluk
ve performans açısından analiz edildi.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Benzerlik ölçütü, tahmin, en-iyi-N önerisi, doğruluk,
performans.
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2012, 59 pages
With increasing popularity of the Internet, shopping over the Internet
through several online vendors is also receiving increasing attention. Customers
want to purchase the appropriate products. In other words, they try to select those
products that they might like. In order to help their customers, many online
companies utilize collaborative filtering systems. Such systems provide two
services, namely prediction and top-N recommendations. Quality of these two
services mainly depends on similarity measures that collaborative filtering
algorithms use in order to determine the most similar entities. Data collected for
collaborative filtering purposes might include either numeric or binary ratings.
Several studies have been conducted to compare different similarity measures
proposed for numeric data. Although there are various binary ratings-based
similarity metrics, their effects on accuracy and performance in collaborative
filtering systems have not been deeply studied.
In this thesis, we investigate seven binary ratings-based similarity metrics
in terms of both accuracy and online performance while providing predictions for
single items and top-N lists. Although there are more than seven measures, we
consider the most widely used ones in various data mining applications. To
compare them in terms of correctness and efficiency, we perform several
experiments based on two well-known real data sets. We produce both predictions
and top-N lists while using different similarity metrics, where we propose to
modify prediction and top-N recommendation algorithms in such a way so that the
most similar users’ data are involved in collaborative filtering process. We also
study how varying controlling parameters affect overall performance with
different similarity metrics. We analyze our empirical results in terms of
preciseness and performance.
Keywords: Similarity measures, prediction, top-N recommendation, accuracy,
performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is becoming prevalent from day to day. Shopping and surfing
over the Internet are increasingly turning out to be popular. Due to the widespread
use of the Internet and computerized works, amount of data collected from many
users becomes vast. Whether it is essential or redundant, too much data are
collected implicitly or explicitly. The availability of vast quantity of data is called
information overload [1]. However, given a bulk of data, extracting and mining
useful and interesting information is imperative. With increasing popularity of the
Internet, e-commerce has become very attractive. Many customers buy and/or sell
various products over the Internet through different e-commerce sites. Since
online vendors collect data about their customers, mining such data is vital for
business purposes. Such companies utilize collaborative filtering (CF) techniques
to help their customers select appropriate items.
CF is a filtering and recommendation technique, which is widely used by
many e-commerce sites. Goldberg et al. [2] define CF as people collaborate to
help one another classify their actions as interesting or uninteresting. The authors
in [2] state that companies’ large amount of data should be filtered according to
their users’ interests. CF helps people make correct choices according to the other
people’s selections [3]. Customers rate objects, such as books, DVDs, movies, and
so on based on how much they like them [4]. When a user, called an active user
(a), intends to surf on a web site in order to purchase a DVD, movie, book, etc.,
the site or the online vendor recommends the products that could be liked by her
while considering the similarity of other users’ rates and her previous votes.
CF compares users according to their previous votes. To be able to
compare users’ preferences, a user-item database should be available. To create a
database with the participation of the users, the preferences must be collected
either explicitly or implicitly [5]. Users can explicitly submit their ratings for
given products. Such ratings can be given as scores on a rating scale from one to
five. Unlike explicit rating collection, users’ preferences about different items can
be collected implicitly. For example, if a user buys an item, it is assumed that the
user likes that item so that her preference about that item can be represented using
one (like); and zero (dislike) otherwise. Similarly, in the context of the Web, if the
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user accessed the document, she implicitly rated it one. Otherwise, as she did not
visit the document, she implicitly rated it zero. Another example, if the user
watches a movie, she rated it one; otherwise, the movie is rated zero by the user.
There are two more major types of recommender systems: content-based
and knowledge-based, other than CF-based systems [6, 7]. Content-based systems
make recommendations by analyzing the description of the items that have been
rated by the user and the description of items to be recommended. All the other
users’ votes are not important [8]. Content of the items are considered important,
however, there are two main problems with it. The first problem is finding a
representation of item and the second one is to create a profile that allows unseen
documents to be recommended. Knowledge-based systems make use of
knowledge about users and products to generate referrals. They use a reasoning
process to determine what products meet a user’s requirements [7].
CF has two major advantages over the content- and knowledge-based
recommender systems [2, 3]. First, CF systems do not take into account content
information, and second, they are simpler and easier to implement [7]. Ignoring
content information allows CF systems to generate recommendations based on
user tastes rather than the objective properties of domain items themselves. This
means that the system can recommend items very different from those that the
user had previously shown interest. This overcomes a major limitation of contentbased system [9].
CF algorithms fall into two main approaches: memory-based and modelbased algorithms [10]. Memory-based, also known as user-based, algorithms
operate over the entire user database and generate a prediction for a by using
statistical methods [11]. These methods are also known as neighborhood methods
[7]. The system finds the neighbor users who have similar opinion with a. Modelbased, also known as item-based, algorithms build small models from user
database and generate a recommendation by using probabilistic methods [7].
Alternatively clustering, Bayesian Networks, and rule-based approaches can
perform the building of models [5, 10, 12].
Pennock et al. [13] propose and evaluate a personality diagnostic (PD)
method, which is a CF method. PD can be seen as a hybrid between model- and
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memory-based approaches. For that purpose, personality type is encoded simply
as a vector of the user’s ratings for titles reside in the database. They compute the
probability that a has the same personality type as every other user, and then
compute the probability that she will like some new item.
A hybrid recommender system attempts to combine different techniques to
mutually eliminate their drawbacks [14]. Li et al. [15] present a hybrid CF method
by combining CF based on item (model-based) and user (memory-based). After
their experiments, they had the results that the hybrid CF method provides better
quality of predictions than item-based and user-based CF [15]. Vozalis and
Margaritis [16] discuss a hybrid approach that combined elements from two basic
recommendation algorithms. First, they applied user-based filtering techniques to
locate a neighborhood of users. Then, they utilized item-based filtering on this
subset to derive outcomes [17].
Vozalis et al. [18] present a hybrid-filtering algorithm that attempts to deal
with low prediction coverage, a problem especially present in sparse datasets.
They focused on Item HyCov method, which they have made. After their
experiments, the results showed that Item HyCov significantly improves both
performance measures, requiring no additional data and minimal modification of
existing filtering systems.
All types of algorithms have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Memory-based algorithms achieve higher accuracy. However, their online
performance is very poor. Unlike memory-based methods, model-based
approaches achieve less accuracy but in short time. Hybrid algorithms try to
combine the advantages of both memory- and model-based schemes. They
achieve decent accuracy in acceptable time [19].
CF systems compare users according to their previous votes. To be able to
make prediction calculations and predict active users’ opinions for various
products, a database is needed. The database utilized by CF schemes is called a
user-item database, which is an n × m matrix including ratings collected from n
users for m products. Ratings made on scales allow these judgments to be
processed statistically to provide averages, ranges, distributions, etc. [20].
However, sometimes the rating would not show the correct result. For example, a
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user reads a book, even if she dislikes the book, she would rate it as nine out of 10
or she would not rate it. Thus, it is possible that, in explicit rating system,
sometime later a lack of any ratings can be reached [21]. Konstan et al. [22]
believe that an ideal solution is to improve the user interface to acquire implicit
ratings by watching user behaviors. Nichols et al. [23] make a table, as shown in
Table 1, to explain the behaviors of a user in digital library. The table, of course,
can be increased for other kinds of products like watching, visiting, etc.
Table 1. Different forms of usage data that captured in a digital library
Type of Usage Data

Example

Purchase

buys book

Assess

evaluates or recommends

Repeated Use

multiple check out stamps

Refer

cites or otherwise refers to document

Mark

Add to a 'marked' or 'interesting' list

Examine

looks at whole document

Consider

looks at abstract

Glimpse

sees title in list

Associate

returns in search but never glimpses

Query

association of terms from queries

Wang et al. [24] use another name for binary rating-based scheme. They
call it as log-based. According to the authors, the goal for numeric rating-based
CF is to predict the rating of users, while the goal for the log-based algorithms is
rank the items to the user in order of decreasing relevance. As a result, in the
numeric rating-based CF, the mean square error of the predicted rating is used,
while in log-based schemes, recall and precision are used for evaluation.
Miranda and Jorge [25] mention four different algorithms for binary
ratings. While in the user-based approach, recommendations for a new session are
generated by analyzing the whole database, in the item-based approach, the
authors need the similarities between each pair of items. Since typically the
number of items is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of users, this
results in an important memory and computational reduction [11]. Papagelis et al.
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[26] present a method to deal with the scalability challenge without compromising
quality. They call it incremental CF, however, they update the user-user similarity
matrix.
The most important algorithms in memory-based category are user-user
and item-item nearest neighbors algorithms. Brožovský [27] mentions two more
trivial algorithms in his thesis. The random algorithm is more of a model-based
CF algorithm. The mean algorithm is sometimes referred to as the item average
algorithm or POP algorithm, as well [10].
The most essential algorithm in the whole concept of CF is the user-user
variant of the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, which is called k-nn. The algorithm
proceeds, as follows: When predicting ratings of a, the user database is first
searched for user with similar ratings of a. The opinions of the most similar k
neighbors are then used to form the predictions of a.
CF is very successful in many application settings; however, it encounters
some problems, such as sparsity, scalability, synonymy, and cold-start [11, 28, 29,
30, 31]. Leung et al. [32] mention another problem, which is called non-transitive
association. Such problems can be simply explained in the following.
Sparsity: The numbers of users and items in major e-commerce
recommendation systems is very large [33]. That is why the accuracy of
recommendations may be poor [11]. An example of a missed opportunity for
quality is the loss of neighbor transitivity. If user u1 and user u2 correlates highly,
and user u2 and user u3 correlate highly, as well, it is not necessarily true that user
u1 and user u3 will correlate. They may have too few ratings in common or may
even show a negative correlation due to a small number of unusual ratings in
common [30]. Even users who are very active rate just a few of the total number
of items available in a database, even very popular items result in having been
rated by only a few of the total number of users available in the database. This
problem has a negative impact on the effectiveness of a CF approach. Due to
sparsity, it is possible that the similarity between two users cannot be defined.
Even when the evaluation of similarity is possible, it may not be very reliable due
to insufficient information processed [28].
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Scalability: Classically, CF algorithms generate predictions according to
the similarity of the either users or items. To be able to compute the similarities
between users, a variety of similarity measures have been proposed [26]. Pearson
correlation coefficient is one of the measures, which performs well [10]. CF
systems fail seriously to scale up its similarity computations and prediction
estimations with the growth of both the number of users and items in database. To
deal with scalability problem, different techniques have been proposed. Sarwar et
al. [30] prefer singular value decomposition (SVD) to reduce the dimensionality
of the user-item matrix. Similarly, Ungar and Foster [34] choose the Bayesian
network and clustering approach, while Propescul et al. [35] utilize the contentboosted approach to reduce the number of items examined.
Synonymy: In real life scenario, different product names can refer to the
similar objects [30]. Correlation-based recommender systems cannot find this
kind of association and behave these products differently. For example, let us
consider two customers, where one of them rates 10 different recycled letter pad
products as “high” and another customer rates 10 different recycled memo pad
products “high.” Correlation-based recommender systems would see no match
between product sets to compute correlation and would be unable to discover the
association that both of them like recycled office products [30].
Cold-start: Cold-start problem refers to the situation in which an item
cannot be recommended unless it has been rated by a substantial number of users
[31]. This problem applies to new and obscure items; and is particularly
detrimental to users with eclectic taste. Likewise, a new user has to rate a
sufficient number of items before the recommendation algorithm be able to
provide reliable and accurate recommendations [31].
Non-transitive association: If the same user has not rated two items, it is
difficult to derive the relation between two similar items. This problem is called
non-transitive association problem [32]. The solution proposed to solve such
problem is using hybrid CF approaches that were explained previously.
CF systems provide two essential services. They are estimating
recommendations for single items, called prediction, and providing a sorted list of
items that might be liked by active users, called TN. In both services, one of the
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major steps is estimating similarities between users and/or items in order to
determine the best similar users and/or items. Utilizing the best similarity measure
is imperative for the overall success of any CF system. Determining those entities
very similar to the active users or target items as neighbors helps CF systems
improve accuracy. Thus, finding out the best similarity measures and employing
them are critical. There are several reasons why similarity measurements are used.
Similarity measurement is important because if the similarities between entities
are measured [36], then


one entity can be distinguished from another,



they can be grouped based on the similarity,



the characteristics of each group can be understood,



the behavior of the clusters can be explained,



grouping also may give more efficient organization and retrieval of
information,



a new entity can be classified into the group,



the behavior of the new entity can be predicted,



the structure within the data set can be discovered, and



plan and decision based on the structure and prediction of the data
can be taken action.

Keßler [37] gives the definition of similarity measure as any information
that helps to specify the similarity of two entities more precisely concerning the
current situation. Similarly, McGill [38] gives the definition of similarity
measurement as an algorithm, which computes the degree of agreement between
entities. The main concept of the CF algorithms is to utilize the relative
similarities between users’ ratings or scores [27]. Similarity measurement is to
determine how similar two objects are, and to put those similarity ratings in
relation. Similarity measurement is available to find out how humans rate
resemblance [37]. Computing the similarity of current user against every other
user is one of the standard steps of CF. Massa and Avesani [39] consider
similarity metric computing the correlation between two users. Figure 1, which is
adopted by Massa and Avesani [39], shows the architecture of the producing the
output n × m user similarity matrix in which ith row contains the similarity values
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of jth user against every other user. In order to compute the similarities between
users, a variety of similarity measures have been proposed, such as Pearson
correlation, cosine vector similarity, Spearman correlation, entropy-based
uncertainty measure, and mean-square difference [26]. McGill [38] surveys and
compares 67 similarity measures used in information retrieval. Similarity
measurement is used for classification and categorization, as well.
INPUT
Rating
[n×m]

OUTPUT
Similarity
Metric

User [n×m]

Rating
Predictor

Similarity

Predicted
Ratings
[n×m]

Figure 1. Collaborative filtering architecture
In this thesis, the effects of similarity measures on the quality of the
predictions are scrutinized. The emphasis is given to binary similarity measures
because numeric similarity measures have been studied in the literature. Since
there are too many binary similarity measures, the most popular ones are
investigated in terms of both accuracy and performance. Since off-line costs like
storage, computation, and communication (number of communications and
amount of data to be transferred) costs are not that critical for the overall
performance, the emphasis is given to online costs. The CF systems on binary
ratings are able to provide predictions and TN, as explained previously. Therefore,
the effects of such measures on accuracy of predictions and TN are studied. Real
data-based experiments are performed and the results are displayed.
In the followings, we first explain related works in Section 2. After
describing the similar works in the literature, we give brief description of some
background work in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain the effects of binary
similarity measures on overall performance of prediction generation process. We
then explain the effects of them on overall performance of TN generation process
in Section 5. We finally present our conclusions and give some future directions
in Section 6.
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2. RELATED WORK
As briefly explained previously, there are two main tasks, which are
performed by CF systems. First one is prediction of a’s rate for an item (target
item q). The second one is TN for a’s liked item list, which is an ordered list [40].
In the first one, a single prediction is estimated and returned to a. However, in the
second one, an ordered list of the items that will be liked are returned to a. For
this purpose, predictions are first estimated for all unrated items, they are then
sorted, and finally the first N items are returned.
CF algorithms can be grouped into two major classes: user- and itembased. User-based and item-based approaches are two different factorizations with
different independence assumptions. In addition to them, there are hybrid
approaches. Vozalis and Margaritis [41] apply three existing filtering approaches,
user-based, item-based, and hybrid, to evaluate the Unison-CF algorithm.
Brožovský [27] describes a recommender system, where the author implements
and performs a quantitative comparison of two CF and two global algorithms. The
author implements a domain independent and freely available recommender
system that is called ColFi system. ColFi system architecture has been designed to
be flexible yet simple enough so that developers can focus on CF algorithms.
Most recommendation systems employ variations of CF for formulating
suggestions of items relevant to users’ interests. However, CF requires expensive
computations that grow polynomial with the number of users and/or items in the
database. Methods proposed for handling this scalability problem and speeding up
recommendation formulation are based on approximation mechanisms and, even
if they improve performance, most of the time results in accuracy degradation.
Papagelis et al. [26] propose a method for addressing the scalability problem
based on incremental updates of user-to-user similarities.
Miranda and Jorge [25], propose an incremental item-based CF algorithm.
It works with binary ratings, as it typically the case in Web environment. Their
method is capable of incorporating new information in parallel with performing
recommendation. GroupLens, a distributed system for gathering, disseminating,
and using ratings from some users to predict other users’ interests in articles, helps
people find articles they will like in the huge stream of available articles [3]. The
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Fab system, also a distributed implementation of a hybrid system, may eliminate
many of the weaknesses found in each approach, by combining both collaborative
and content-based filtering systems [42]. Balabanović [43] introduces Fab
adaptive web page recommendation service. There have been many researches on
analyzing document content to improve recommendations or search results.
Online recommendation can be as a three-stage process: collection, selection, and
delivery.
CF is one of the possibilities for adapting information presented to the
user. Balík and Jelínek [44] focus on CF algorithms’ application in adaptive
systems. They propose a General Ontological Model for Adaptive Environments
(GOMAWE). After their experimental results, they have decided that CF can be
used as such an adaptation component. Melville et al. [45] present an effective
framework for combining content and collaboration. The result of the experiment
of this approach, Content-Boosted Collaborative Filtering (CBCF), performs
better than a pure content-based predictor, pure collaborative filter, and a naїve
hybrid approach.
Data collected for CF are stored in a database, called user-item matrix. The
database can be very huge. To get the result from the huge database becomes very
difficult. Therefore, some solutions have been proposed to reduce the dimensions
of such databases. Billus and Pazzani [46] get their best performing algorithm,
which is based on the singular value decomposition of an initial matrix of user
ratings.
Papagelis et al. [28] compare their method with the typical CF that does
not consider any transitive associations. In their work, they have an alternative
approach to deal with the sparsity. They do not reduce the dimension of the useritem matrix. They propose a method that permits to define transitive properties
between users in the context of a social network. Robu and La Poutré [47]
propose a method for constructing the utility graphs of buyers automatically,
based on previous negotiation data. That method is based on item-based CF and
the experimental results have a high degree of accuracy.
Miyahara and Pazzani [48] discuss another approach to CF based on the
simple Bayesian classifier, which is one of the most successful supervised
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machine-learning algorithms. Their proposed combined method, user- and itembased CF, performs better than single collaborative recommendation method [49].
Kaleli and Polat [19] investigate how to improve Bayesian classifier-based CF
systems’ online performance. They divide users into clusters so that prediction
can be generated on similar, dissimilar, or both similar and dissimilar users.
Cha et al. [50] review, categorize, and evaluate various binary vector
similarity and dissimilarity measures for character recognition. According to
them, one of the most contentious disputes in the similarity measure selection
problem is whether the measure includes or excludes negative matches. At last,
the proposed similarity measure can be further boosted by applying weights and
they demonstrate that it outperforms the weighted Hamming distance that is one
of the similarity measure. Several dissimilarity measures for binary vectors are
formulated and examined for their recognition capability in handwriting
identification for which the binary micro-features are used to characterize
handwritten character shapes. Zhang and Srihari [51] study seven similarity
measures, such as Jaccard-Needham, Correlation, Yule, Russell-Rao, SokalMichener, Rogers-Tanimoto and Kulzinsky, for binary feature vectors, which are
summarized by Tubbs [52].
In the literature, in order to provide accurate predictions for single items
and TN as ranked lists efficiently, various approaches have been proposed. Such
schemes can be grouped as memory- or model-based algorithms. Moreover,
different schemes have been proposed to overcome several problems of CF
methods like scalability, sparsity, coverage, and so on. In addition, different
binary similarity measures have been investigated for better character recognition
and handwriting. However, comparison of binary similarity measures for
performing CF services like estimating predictions or generating TN has not been
studied before. In this thesis, various binary similarity measures are determined
and investigated in terms of accuracy and online performance while generating
predictions for single items and TN. Such measures are evaluated by performing
some real data-based experiments.
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3. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first briefly explain the binary similarity measures that
we investigate in our study. As explained previously, Tubbs [52] summarizes
various binary similarity measures, while Zhang and Srihari [51] study several
similarity measurements in the context of handwriting. Although there are
normally various similarity measurements, we investigate the most well-known
seven measures.
According to StataCorp [53], similarity measures can be classified as
continuous measures, binary measures, and mixed measures. Similarity measures
for continuous data are called continuous measures, for binary data, they are
called binary measures; and for a mix of continuous and binary data, they are
called mixed measures. There are different examples for each group of measures.
In this thesis, the binary similarity measurements, shown in Table 2, will be
discussed.
Table 2. Binary similarity measurements
No

Similarity Measurements

1

Anderberg

2

Gower2

3

Jaccard

4

Kulczynski

5

Ochiai

6

Pearson’s Correlation

7

Yule

Similarity measures for binary data are based on four values. First one is
the number of ones from two vectors (S11), second one is the number of ones from
the first vector and zeros from the second vector (S10), third one is the number of
zeros from the first vector and ones from the second vector (S01), and the last one
is the number of zeros from two vectors (S11). In the following table, we
summarize these four values.
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Table 3. Observations for two vectors and cross tabulation
Second vector (j)

First vector (i)

1

0

1

S11

S10

0

S01

S00

In Table 3, S11 is the number of the variables where observations i and j
both have ones, S10 is the number of variables, where observations i is one and j is
zero, S01 is the number of variables, where observations i is zero and j is one, S00
is the number of variables, where observations i and j both have zeros. In the
following, formula of each similarity measure is given.
1. Anderberg similarity measurement coefficient (ASMC)
(1)
The ASMC is undefined when one or both vectors are either all zeros or all
ones. This difficulty can be overcome by first applying the rule that if both vectors
are all ones or zeros, the similarity measure is declared one. Otherwise, if any of
the marginal totals are zero, then the similarity measure is declared zero.
2. Gower2 similarity measurement coefficient (GSMC)
(2)
The GSMC is declared one if both vectors are all ones or zeros; thus, the
case, where the formula is undefined.
3. Jaccard-Needham similarity measurement coefficient (JSMC)
(3)
The JSMC is declared one if both vectors are all zeros.
4. Kulczynski similarity measurement coefficient (KSMC)
(4)
The KSMC is declared one if both vectors are all zeros, while it is declared
zero if only one vector is all zero.
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5. Ochiai similarity measurement coefficient (OSMC)
(5)
The OSMC is declared one if both vectors are all zeros, while it is declared
zero if only one vector is all zero.
6. Pearson similarity measurement coefficient (PSMC)
(6)
The PSMC is declared to be one if S10+S01=0, while it is declared -1 if S11
+ S00 = 0. It is declared zero if S11S00-S10S01 = 0. It ranges from -1 to 1.
7. Yule similarity measurement coefficient (YSMC)
(7)
The YSMC is declared one if S10 + S01 = 0, while it is declared -1 if S11 +
S00 = 0. It is declared zero if S11S00-S10S01 = 0. It ranges from -1 to 1.
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4. EFFECTS OF SIMILARITY MEASURES ON THE QUALITY OF
PREDICTIONS
In order to select neighbors for a given active user, similarity values
between a and each user in the database are estimated using a binary ratings-based
measures. Then, the most similar k users can be chosen as neighbors. Therefore,
in order to form good neighborhoods, utilizing the best similarity measure
becomes imperative. The more accurate the neighborhood is, the better the results
are. Moreover, similarity measures might affect overall performance. Since online
performance is much more critical, utilizing the measures that does not introduce
too much overhead is important for the success of CF systems. Thus, similarity
measures play a vital role in recommender systems. Since there are several
measures that can be utilized to compute similarities between any two users based
on binary ratings, we investigate them in order to determine the best one in terms
of both correctness and online performance.
As explained before, estimating predictions for single items is one of the
two services that CF systems provide. To determine the best similarity measures
or to compare different similarity measures in terms of both accuracy and online
performance, we conducted several experiments using two well-known real data
sets.
4.1. Data Sets
There are different kinds of data sets constructed for CF purposes [54]. In
this thesis, we utilized the well-known two data sets; MovieLens (ML) and Jester.
ML data set includes ratings for several movies. It was collected by the
GroupLens

research

team

(www.cs.umn.edu/research/GroupLens)

at

the

University of Minnesota. It contains ratings for 3,900 movies by 6,041 users. The
ratings were numeric and discrete, ranging from one to five. In ML, each user has
rated at least 20 movies. Jester is web-based joke recommendation system
(eigentaste.berkeley.edu/user/index.php). The data set contains ratings for 100
jokes by 17,998 users. The ratings were numeric and continuous ranging from -10
to 10. We chose ML to represent a sparse data set while we selected Jester to
represent a dense data set. Table 4 describes both data sets.
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Table 4. Data sets with their density
ML

Jester

Total user

6,041

17,998

Total title

3,900

100

Total ratings

788,063

906,474

Density (%)

3.34

50.37

4.2. Evaluation Criteria
Recommender systems have used several types of measures for evaluating
the success of the recommender system. There are different evaluation criteria. In
this study, F-measure (F1) and classification accuracy (CA) are used to evaluate
the similarity measures in terms of accuracy.
CA is the ratio of number of correct classifications to number of
classifications [40]. F1 is a weighted combination of precision and recall, which
are two metrics widely used in the informational retrieval [30]. Miyahara and
Pazzani [49] define precision and recall as follows:
(8)
(9)
Sarwar et al. [30] mention that these two metrics are critical for the quality
judgment and they use the combination of the two, as well. F1 is defined, as
follows:
(10)
In addition to assessing the similarity measures in terms of preciseness, we
also evaluate them in terms of online performance. For this purpose, we define T
in seconds as the total amount of time required to estimate predictions online.
4.3. Our Methodology
The chosen data sets, ML and Jester, have numeric rates. First, the numeric
rates must be converted to binary ones. For ML data set, the ratings are
transformed into one (like) if they are bigger than three; or zero (dislike)
otherwise. Similarly, for Jester data set, the ratings are converted into one (like) if
they are bigger than two; or zero (dislike) otherwise. Thus, in our data sets, zero
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(0) represents the disliked items and one (1) represents the liked items. To show
unrated items, we use 99. In Table 5, we show an example of data set and its
binary version, where numeric and discrete ratings range from one to five.
Table 5. A sample and a conversion of the data set
Original Data Set

Transformed Data Set

i 1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6
u1 1
u2 4

2
2

u3 5
3

u5

4

u6 4

i2

i3

i4

i5

i6

2

4

u1

0

99

0

0

1

99

2

3

u2

1

0

99

0

0

99

4

u4 5

i1

2

2

u3

1

99

1

99

0

0

1

2

u4

1

0

99 99

0

0

5

u5 99

1

99

0

99

1

1

99

0

99

0

99

1
3

2

u6

After data transformation, we uniformly randomly selected 3,000 users
who rated at least 50 and 60 items from ML and Jester, respectively. We then
uniformly randomly divided these users into two sub sets. One of the sets, referred
to as train set, contains 2,000 users. The other set, called test set, includes the
remaining 1,000 users. In each set of trials conducted in the followings, two thirds
of total numbers of users are used for training and one third of total numbers of
users are used for testing. For example, if we use 1,000 uniformly randomly
chosen users from train set for training, then we utilize 500 uniformly randomly
chosen users from test set for testing. In Table 6, we show the number of users
used for training and testing.
Table 6. Number of train and test users
Number of train users 2,000 1,000 500 250 124
Number of test users

1,000

500 250 125

62

Total number of users 3,000 1,500 750 375 186
In order to provide predictions for single items, naïve Bayesian classifier
(NBC)-based algorithm is utilized. A Bayesian classifier [55] is a probabilistic
framework for solving classification problems. It is the most successful machine
learning algorithms in many classification domains. NBCs can handle an arbitrary
number of independent variables whether continuous or discrete [56]. Given a set
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of variables,
for the event
predictors and

, the posterior probability can be constructed
among a set of possible outcomes

.

is the

is the set of discrete levels present in the dependent variable.

Using Bayes’ rule:
,
where

(11)

is the posterior probability of class membership, i.e.,

the probability that

belongs to

. Since it is assumed that the conditional

probabilities of the independent variables are statistically independent the
likelihood to a product of terms can be decomposed:
,

(12)

and rewrite the posterior as:
(13)

.
Using Bayes’ rule above, a new case

with a class level

that achieves the

highest posterior probability is labeled.
In order to produce predictions from data sets consisting of binary ratings,
NBC-based algorithm can be used. Instead of applying NBC to all available users’
data, the most similar users to a can be selected as neighbors according to
similarity values. Therefore, we first determine the most similar k users to a using
seven similarity measures. Then, we apply NBC algorithm to their data in order to
estimate a prediction.
Although the assumption that the predictor (independent) variables are
independent is not always accurate, it does simplify the classification task
dramatically, since it allows the class conditional densities

to be

calculated separately for each variable, i.e., it reduces a multidimensional task to a
number of one-dimensional ones. Thus, the assumption reduces a highdimensional density estimation task to one-dimensional kernel density estimation.
Furthermore, the assumption does not seem greatly affect the posterior
probabilities, especially in regions near decision boundaries, thus, leaving the
classification task unaffected [56].
Ghani and Fano [57] use an NBC to implement a content-based
recommender system. The use of this model allows for recommending products
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from unrelated categories in the context of a department store. While Ghani and
Fano [57] utilize an NBC to implement content-based CF, Miyahara and Pazzani
[49] use NBC for CF, where they define two classes, like and dislike. They
propose user- and also item-based CF schemes. Gutta et al. [58] also use NBC for
content-based CF and they define two classes, watched and not watched.
The predictions for single items can be estimated, as follows:
i.

Determine similarities between a and each user in the train set
using a similarity measure.

ii.

Sort train users in descending order according to similarity weights.

iii.

Choose the first k users as a’s neighbors.

iv.

Apply NBC-based CF algorithm to a’s and her neighbors’ data.

v.

Estimate predictions for five rated items selected randomly.

vi.

Do this for each test user in the test set.

Notice that for each test user, after selecting five rated items randomly, we
replaced their entries with null and withheld their true votes; and tried to predict
their ratings using the aforementioned approach. Once we estimated predictions
for all test items and for all test users, we then compared the predicted ones with
the observed ratings. After computing the overall averages of CA and F1 and T
values, we displayed them.
There are various controlling parameters that might affect the overall
performance. Number of users (n), number of items (m), number of neighbors (k),
density, and similarity measurements are among such parameters. In order to
show how density affects the overall performance, we used one sparse data setML and one dense set-Jester. Our major goal is to show how overall performance
changes with different similarity measures. In addition to this, we tried to
demonstrate how varying n, m, and k values affect the quality of the predictions.
Thus, we conducted the following experiments while using seven different
similarity measurements.
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4.4. Experiments
We conducted trials using both data sets and seven similarity measures
while varying n and k values. We changed n values from 2,000 to 124, where we
varied the corresponding k values from total number of users (we assumed that all
train users are chosen as neighbors) to 25. Note that we used n/2 number of
uniformly randomly selected users as test users. We first performed trials for n =
2,000. Then we conducted experiments for n = 1,000, 500, 250, and 124. After
estimating predictions for all test items, we compared them with true votes and
computed CA, F1 values and T values for both data sets. Since the results show
very similar trends with varying n values, we showed the outcomes for n = 2,000,
500, and 124 only for both data sets. Likewise, since F1 and CA values show
similar trends, we displayed F1 values for Jester and CA values for ML.

Figure 2. F1 values with varying k values (Jester & n = 2,000)
In Figure 2, we showed F1 values for Jester, where n = 2,000. Note that we
varied k values from 2,000 to 25. As seen from the figure, we can see all curves
have similar shape for each similarity measurements; however, Kulczynski
similarity measurement achieves the highest F1 value when k = 1,000. Ochiai and
Jaccard Similarity measurements follow Kulczynski similarity measurement. As
seen from Figure 2, we can say that Jaccard similarity measurement performs best
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for all k values except 1,000. On the other hand, Pearson Correlation similarity
measurement gives the worst results for all k values.

Figure 3. CA values with varying k values (ML & n = 2,000)
In Figure 3, we showed CA values for ML data set, where n = 2,000. Note
that we varied k values from 2,000 to 25. According to figure, we obtain the
highest CA value using Yule similarity measurement with k being 25. For the
same k value, Anderberg, Kulczynski, Ochiai, and Jaccard similarity
measurements give the best results after Yule. Even we got the highest CA value
with Yule similarity measurement for all k values, accuracy decreases with
varying k values. Note that when the number of nearest neighbors is equal to the
number of train users, the CA value would be the same for each similarity
measurement. When k is bigger than 250, outcomes enhance for Kulczynski,
Ochiai, and Jaccard. Gower2 similarity measurement gives us the worst results
when k = 500.
In Figure 4, we showed T (on-line duration) values for ML data set only
because we got similar results for Jester. Moreover, there are limited number of
items (only 100 jokes) in Jester, total amount of time is smaller compared to the
time for ML. We used 2,000 users for training and varied k values from 2,000 to
25. As seen from Figure 4, Gower2 similarity measurement gives us the worst
results at k values 25, 50, 100, and 250. Then, when k = 500, Ochiai gives us the
worst duration result. When k is larger than 500, Anderberg similarity
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measurement achieves the worst performance. The best results are achieved by
Pearson Correlation and Yule similarity measurements.

Figure 4. T values with varying k values (ML & n = 2,000)
We also performed the same experiments for n = 500 using both data sets.
In the following, we displayed the outcomes.

Figure 5. CA values with varying k values (Jester & n = 500)
In Figure 5, we showed CA values for Jester, where n = 500. Note that we
varied k values from 500 to 25. According to the figure, we can see all curves
have almost similar trend for each similarity measurement, however, the best
results are seen for Jaccard similarity measurement for all k values. Jaccard is
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followed by Ochiai and Kulczynski measurements for all k values, except 25. As
seen from Figure 5, it can be concluded that Anderberg similarity measurement
achieves the worst results when k is 100.

Figure 6. F1 values with varying k values (ML & n = 500)
In Figure 6, we showed our outcomes in terms of F1 values for ML, where
n = 500. We again varied k values from 500 to 25. As seen from Figure 6, Yule
Similarity measurement performs best when k is 25. For the same k value,
Anderberg, Kulczynski, Ochiai, and Jaccard measurements provide better results
than the remaining measurements. With increasing k values from 25 to 250,
accuracy decreases in general, while it enhances after that point. For Kulczynski,
Ochiai, and Jaccard, F1 values become better when k is bigger than 100. Gower2
similarity measurement gives us the worst results for all k values, except for k is
250. When k = 250, Anderberg similarity measurement outputs the worst results.
In Figure 7, we demonstrated online duration times with varying k values
for ML. We used 500 train users. We compared similarity measures in terms of T
values. Notice again that we changed k values from 500 to 25. As seen from
Figure 7, Anderberg similarity measurement performs the worst in terms of online
performance. It achieves the worst for all k values. We obtain the best results in
terms of online computation time using Yule similarity measurement. As
expected, T values are better than the ones for n = 2,000.
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Figure 7. T values with varying k values (ML & n = 500)
In Figure 8, we demonstrated CA values with varying k values from 124 to
25 for Jester data set, where we used 124 train users. With increasing k values,
accuracy usually becomes better for all similarity measures. We obtain the best
results when we use Kulczynski and Anderberg similarity measurements when k
is 100. However, as seen from Figure 8, Anderberg measure accomplishes the
worst performance when k is 25.

Figure 8. CA values with varying k values (Jester & n = 124)
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Figure 9. F1 values with varying k values (ML & n = 124)
In Figure 9, we displayed our outcomes in terms of F1 values for ML data
set. We used 124 train users while we changed k from 124 to 25. After generating
predictions using different similarity measures, we compared them. According to
Figure 9, Jaccard similarity measure produces the best outcomes because F1 value
is the highest when k is 100. Moreover, as seen from Figure 9, Gower2 similarity
measurement provides the worst predictions when k is 50. With increasing k
values from 25 to 50, the quality of the recommendations worsens, while it
becomes better with increasing k values from 50 to 100.

Figure 10. T values with varying k values (ML & n = 124)
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In order to compare similarity measures in terms of online performance,
we estimated online duration times and displayed the outcomes for ML data set in
Figure 10. We again utilized 124 train users and changed k values from 124 to 25.
Since the number of train users is very small (124 users only), T values for each
measure are very close to each other. It is not easy to compare similarity measures
in terms of online duration for smaller n values. However, Pearson Correlation
similarity measurement performs the best. As expected, online performance
becomes worse with increasing k values because more data are involved in
prediction process.
After scrutinizing similarity metrics with varying n and k values for both
data sets, we also studied them while varying m values. In addition to n and k, m is
also among the controlling parameters that should be investigated. In order to
demonstrate how overall performances of seven similarity metrics change with
varying m values while generating predictions, we conducted a set of trials using
ML data set only because there is limited number of items in Jester. Note that
there are 100 jokes only in Jester data set. Thus, it does not make any sense to
perform trials while varying m values using Jester.
We used 900 and 450 train and test users, respectively in which we set k at
100. Due to the low density of new matrices for 500 items, we could use 350 and
175 train and test users, respectively. In these sets of experiments, we varied m
from 3,900 to 500. We estimated predictions for five rated items for each active
user while varying m (m = 3,900, 2,000, 1,000, or 500) and using different
similarity metrics. After computing overall averages of CA, F1, and T values, we
demonstrated them. Table 7 shows the densities of the data sets with varying m
values.
Table 7. Densities of the new data sets
Number of items

Density (%)

3,900

3.34

2,000

3.28

1,000

3.34

500

3.35
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We first estimated CA values while varying m values and displayed them
in Figure 11. Remember that we used 900 train users. However, we only used 350
train users when m is 500 because there are no enough users who provided enough
ratings for 500 items. We also set k at 100. We produced predictions for all test
items using different similarity metrics. As seen from Figure 11, Yule similarity
measure provides the best predictions in terms of CA values for m values of
3,900, 2,000, and 1,000. Gower2 similarity measure, on the other hand, produces
the worst results for the same values. When m is 500, Jaccard metric achieves the
best outcomes, while Anderberg similarity measurement accomplishes the worst
results, as seen from Figure 11.

Figure 11. CA values with varying m values
We then computed F1 values while varying m values and demonstrated
them in Figure 12. We followed the same methodology. We estimated
recommendations for all test items using different similarity metrics and
calculated F1 values. The results are almost the same with the ones in Figure 11.
Thus, as seen from Figure 12, Yule similarity measure provides the best rferrals in
terms of F1 values for m values of 3,900, 2,000, and 1,000. Gower2 similarity
measure, however, produces the worst results for the same values. When m is 500,
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Jaccard metric achieves the best outcomes, while Anderberg similarity
measurement accomplishes the worst results, as seen from Figure 12.

Figure 12. F1 values with varying m values

Figure 13. T values with varying m values
We finally computed online duration times for each similarity measures
while varying m values. We displayed them in Figure 13. As seen from Figure 13,
with decreasing number of items, as expected, online time decreases, as well. For
smaller m values, almost all similarity measures perform similarly. There are no
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significant differences between measures in terms of online times. With
increasing m values, on the other hand, Yule and Pearson correlation measures
perform better than others do. Anderberg measure on the other hand performs
worst.
4.5. Discussion
When we have 2,000 train users’ ratings collected for CF purposes, in
order to get the best outcomes, Yule and Kulczynski similarity measures can be
chosen for sparse and dense sets, respectively. They are the most appropriate
measures to offer the high quality recommendations on binary ratings. Unlike
such measures, Gower2 and Pearson Correlation similarity measurements provide
the worst outcomes for sparse and dense sets, respectively. In terms of online
computation times when n = 2,000, the results are similar for all metrics.
However, Anderberg measure is the worst metric in terms of online duration time
for both sparse and dense sets. Yule gives very promising results in terms of
performance for both data sets for almost all k values.
When we have limited number of train users like 500 users, for dense sets,
any measurement can be used. For sparse data sets like ML, Yule similarity
measure achieves the best results in terms of accuracy. On the other hand,
Anderberg and Gower2 similarity measurements give the worst results for both
data sets. In terms of online performance, all similarity measures perform
similarly when n is 500. Although there are insignificant differences in online
duration times, Yule performs the best while Anderberg gives the worst results.
For smaller n values like 124, Kulczynski and Jaccard achieve the best
outcomes for dense and sparse data sets, respectively. Anderberg and Gower2, on
the other hand, produce the worst results for dense and sparse data sets,
respectively. In terms of online times, Pearson correlation performs the best for
both data sets, while Anderberg gives the worst results for both data sets.
When we varied number of items, accuracy also changes with varying
similarity measures. Yule metric achieves the best results. As expected, online
performance degrades with increasing m values.
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5. EFFECTS OF SIMILARITY MEASURES ON THE QUALITY OF
TN
To determine the TN, the first step is determining a’s neighbors. In order
to form a’s neighborhood, similarity weights between a and each train user should
be computed using a binary ratings-based similarity measure. Then, the most
similar k users are selected as neighbors. Therefore, similarity measure that is
used to estimate similarity weights plays a vital role in determining TN lists. If CF
systems are able to form good neighborhoods, they can produce more accurate
TN. In addition to providing predictions for single items, offering TN is also
widely provided CF services by recommender systems. Since there are several
similarity metrics that can used to determine neighbors, we planned to investigate
the effects of such metrics on the quality of TN lists and tried to determine the
best metric, which provides the most accurate outcomes efficiently.
To determine neighbors, users and items can be treated as vectors using
the vector-space model [10, 29]. In this model, each user is treated as a vector in
the m-dimensional item space (remember that there are m products). The
similarity then between any two users can be computed based on their
corresponding vectors. After the most similar k users have been discovered, a set,
which has the items purchased by group as well as their frequency, is prepared.
Using this set, user-based CF techniques then recommend the most N frequent
items in this set that have not been bought by the active user as TN [59].
5.1. Top-N Recommendation Method
After determining the neighbors of an active user a, the CF system
analyzes the products her neighbors have purchased to recommend N products
that a is most likely to purchase [30]. After computing the neighborhood for a, the
products that are purchased by the neighbors are listed and sorted; and the most
frequently purchased N items are returned as recommendations for a. Most of the
TN algorithms are based on binary data. Therefore, the ratings must be either
binary such as liked or disliked or converted to binary.
We propose to utilize the following algorithm to offer top-N
recommendations: Traditional algorithms are based on frequencies and the most
frequently bought items by similar users are returned as TN lists. Our approach,
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on the other hand, does not use frequencies. Our method includes the following
steps:
i.

Compute similarity weights between a and each user u in the
database (wau)

ii.

Choose the most similar k users as neighbors based on similarity
weights

iii.

For each unrated item j of a, do the followings:
a. Determine those neighbors who rated item j as 1; and sum their
similarity values (∑sj)
b. Determine those neighbors who rated item j as 0; and sum their
similarity values (∑dj)
c. Compute ∑j = ∑sj - ∑dj value.

iv.

After calculating ∑j values for all unrated items, sort them in
descending order

v.

Return the first N items as TN list to a.

The quality of TN, thus, depends on similarity metric that is used to form
neighborhoods. In order to show the effects of similarity metrics on the overall
performance of TN, we conducted several experiments. The details of them are
given in the following.
5.2. Our Methodology
We followed the same methodology as we defined for providing
predictions. We first uniformly randomly selected 3,000 users who provided at
least 30 and 40 products from ML and Jester, respectively. We then transformed
numeric ratings into binary ones. Next, we uniformly randomly selected train and
test sets. For test sets, we selected those users who rated at least 60 items from
ML and Jester, respectively. Again, two third of total number of users were used
for training while the remaining one third of the users were used for testing. For
each test user in the test set, we determined their rated items. After utilizing our
method using different similarity metrics, we estimated ∑j values for all rated
items. We sorted such items according to ∑j values in descending order. We
finally returned the first five, 10 or 20 items as top-5, top-10 or top-20
recommendation lists, respectively. We assumed that if an item is in TN list, then
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its rating is one (like) because it does not make sense to include disliked products
in TN list. We compared their predicted values (1s) with their true votes. After
computing hit ratios as percent (number of liked items listed in TN lists/N), we
displayed them. We also calculated T values for different metrics and showed
them, too. We used both data sets with varying controlling parameters.
5.3. Experiments
We first performed experiments using Jester data set, where we set n at
2,000. We again varied k from 2,000 to 25. We also changed N from five to 20.
The results for N being five, 10, and 20 are very similar to each other. Therefore,
we displayed the results for N = 10 only. Figure 14 shows hit ratios for Jester
when n = 2,000 and N = 10 with varying k values for all similarity metrics.

Figure 14. Hit ratio values with varying k values (Jester & n = 2,000)
As seen from Figure 14, Pearson Correlation measure provides the best
outcomes. Yule metric also performs better than the remaining measures. Jaccard,
Ochiai, and Kulczynski measurements produce the worst results.
We then performed the same experiments using ML data set, where we
again set n at 2,000 and changed k from 2,000 to 25. Since the results for N being
five, 10, and 20 are very similar to each other, we showed the outcomes for N =
10 only. Figure 15 shows hit ratios for ML when n = 2,000 and N = 10 with
varying k values for all similarity metrics.
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Figure 15. Hit ratio values with varying k values (ML & n = 2,000)
As seen from Figure 15, the best hit ratio values are provided by Pearson
Correlation similarity measurement for smaller k values such as 25, 50, 100 and
250. With increasing k values from 250 to 1,000, the results become worse for
Pearson Correlation metric. When k = 2,000, Pearson Correlation achieves the
best outcomes. Yule metric is the second best metric for smaller k values. Gower2
measure performs the worst for smaller k values.

Figure 16. T values with varying k values (Jester & n = 2,000)
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After displaying hit ratio values, we also estimated online duration times.
In Figure 16, we showed T values for all similarity metrics for N being 10 for
Jester data set. As seen from Figure 16, the best durations are observed for Yule
similarity measurement. In terms of online performance, Pearson Correlation
metric follows Yule measure. However, Anderberg measurement performs the
worst.
We also computed online duration times for ML similarly. Figure 17
shows T values for all similarity metric when N is 10. As seen from Figure 17,
like we observed for Jester, Yule again achieves the best performance. Similarly,
Pearson Correlation metric follows Yule measure. The worst duration values are
observed for Anderberg measure.

Figure 17. T values with varying k values (ML & n = 2,000)
We conducted similar experiments using both data sets, where we changed
n from 2,000 to 500. In other words, we ran the same methodology using 500 train
users only. We first performed trials using Jester data set while varying k from
500 to 25. We also changed N from five to 20. Again, due to similar trends, we
displayed the results for N = 10 only. Figure 18 shows hit ratios for Jester when n
= 500 and N = 10 with varying k values for all similarity metrics.
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Figure 18. Hit ratio values with varying k values (Jester & n = 500)
As seen from Figure 18, Pearson Correlation metric produces the most
promising outcomes in terms of hit ratios. Yule also performs similarly. It
achieves the second best TN lists. Jaccard, Ochiai, and Kulczynski measures,
however, provides the worst TN services for almost all k values, except k = 500.
When k is 500, Anderberg metric performs the worst.

Figure 19. Hit ratio values with varying k values (ML & n = 500)
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Similarly, as seen from Figure 19, where we showed the hit ratio values
for ML data set, the best TN lists are provided by Pearson Correlation measure for
all k values, except k = 250. Interestingly, Anderberg measurement produces the
best outcomes for k being 250. There is no hit when we used Gower2 metric for k
values of 25 and 50. For other k values, Yule measurement outputs the most
inaccurate recommendations.
After evaluating how hit ration changes with various similarity metrics
when n is 500, we also computed online computation times for both data sets. We
demonstrated T values with varying k and similarity metrics in Figure 20 and
Figure 21 for Jester and ML data sets, respectively.

Figure 20. T values with varying k values (Jester & n = 500)
As seen from Figure 20, Yule metric’s online performance is the best one.
Pearson correlation measure also behaves very similar in terms of online duration
times. Other measures perform much more worse than Yule and Pearson
correlation measures. They show similar trends. Although total amount of time
spent during online computations, Yule and Pearson correlation measurements
almost perform two times better than the remaining ones. Anderberg similarity
metric achieves the worst results in terms of online performance for Jester data
set.
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Figure 21. T values with varying k values (ML & n = 500)
We observed similar outcomes for ML data set, as seen from Figure 21.
Like in Jester, Yule and Pearson correlation measures perform the best. Ochiai
metric is the worst one in terms of online performance. Compared to Jester, T
values are larger for ML because ML has more items than Jester does.

Figure 22. Hit ratio values with varying k values (Jester & n = 124)
We performed the same experiments for n being 124. We followed the
same methodology. Due to the same reasons, we displayed the outcomes for N =
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10 only for both data sets. In Figure 22, we displayed the outcomes for N = 10 for
Jester, where we changed k from 124 to 25. We observed the similar trends. As
seen from Figure 22, we obtained the best hit ratios when we used Pearson
Correlation similarity measurement. Yule metric provides the second best TN
lists. Kulczynski, Ochiai, and Jaccard similarity measurements perform worst for
all k values, except 124. When k = 124, Anderberg measurement offers the most
inaccurate outcomes.
Figure 23 shows the outcomes for ML data set. As seen from Figure 23,
Pearson correlation similarity measurement provides the most accurate TN lists
for k = 25 and k = 124. However, Anderberg metric produces the best
recommendations when k is 50. Similarly, when k = 100, we observed that
Jaccard measure provides the most correct TN lists. Yule metric generates the
worst outcomes for all k values, except 25 for which Gower2 measure achieves
the worst recommendations.

Figure 23. Hit ratio values with varying k values (ML & n = 124)
We also computed online duration times for both data sets in the
aforementioned trials. Since we used limited number of users (124 only), T values
are very small compared to the ones we obtained for larger n values. We observed
the similar trends. Therefore, we did not show T values.
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Like in providing predictions, varying m values affect overall performance
of TN scheme. Therefore, after performing experiments to demonstrate the effects
of varying n and k values, we also conducted trials to show the effects of varying
m values on TN using ML data set only. Due to the same reasons, we did not use
Jester data set in these experiments. We varied m from 3,900 to 500. We
estimated TN for each active user while varying m (m = 3,900, 2,000, 1,000, or
500) and using different similarity metrics, where we also set N at 20, 10, or five.
We used 900 and 450 train and test users, respectively in which we set k at 100.
Due to the same reasons, for 500 items, we could use 350 and 175 train and test
users, respectively. In the following, we demonstrated hit ratios and T values for N
= 10 only.

Figure 24. Hit ratio values with varying m values
Figure 24 displays hit ratio values with varying m values for ML, where N
is 10. As seen from Figure 24, Pearson correlation measure provides the most
accurate TN lists when for all m values. The quality of the TN lists is the worst if
we utilized Ochiai metric. The only exception is m being 3,900 for which Gower2
is not able to provide any true TN list. Figure 25 represent T values with varying
m values for ML. Remember that we fixed k at 100. As expected, while the
number of item decreases, online duration time decreases, as well. The less item
involves in recommendation process, the less time spent on online computations.
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The best results are observed when Yule measure is used. Pearson correlation
metric achieves the second best results. For other similarity measures, the
outcomes very close to each other. Ochiai metric slightly performs worse than the
remaining measures do.

Figure 25. T values with varying m values
5.4. Discussion
Consequently, we can say that in order to get the best results in terms of
accuracy for dense and sparse data sets, like Jester and ML, respectively, Pearson
correlation or Yule metric is the best choice if the number of train users is 2,000.
For dense data sets, Jaccard, Ochiai, or Kulczynski measures are not good
choices, because they provide the worst TN lists. For sparse data sets, Gower2
measure is not the right choice.
When it comes to online performance, Yule or Pearson correlation can be
selected as appropriate metric. On the other hand, Anderberg similarity
measurement’s online performance is the worst for both kinds of data sets, sparse
and dense sets, when n = 2,000.
For 500 train users, we obtained the best results when we utilized Pearson
correlation measure for both sparse and dense data sets. On the other hand, we
observed the worst outcomes when we used Jaccard, Ochiai, or Kulczynski
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metrics for dense data set. Gower2 or Yule measure gives the worst TN lists for
sparse data set.
In terms of online performance, Yule measure is the best selection for
most of the time for dense and sparse data sets. The second choice can be Pearson
correlation metric. Ochiai metric is not the right choice for improved online
performance.
We observed the similar results for n = 124. Pearson correlation or Yule
measure is the right choice for dense set. However, Kulczynski, Ochiai, or Jaccard
measure is not a good selection for dense data set. On the other hand, for sparse
data set, Pearson correlation measure usually performs the best. Yule similarity
measurement is not a good choice for sparse sets.
Yule or Pearson correlation metric’s online performance is the best for
both data sets. Jaccard or Kulczynski metric does not perform very well in terms
of online computation times.
When we changed number of items involving in recommendation process,
Yule or Pearson correlation measure achieves the most accurate results for almost
all m values.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we studied the effects of different binary similarity measures
on the quality of various collaborative filtering services and their online
performance. Due to the vast quantity of data, that is called information overload,
many companies are using the recommendation techniques. Especially,
collaborative filtering is widely used one. There must be a similarity measurement
for filtering. There are many similarity measurements; however, we scrutinized
seven binary similarity metrics while generating predictions for single items. We
also investigated them for providing top-N lists.
In order to show their effects, we conducted several experiments using two
well-known real data sets collected for collaborative filtering purposes. The data
sets are Jester and Movie Lens data sets. Jester represents the dense data set while
MovieLens represents the sparse data set.
Before we started the experiments, we have done literature survey and we
found that Vozalis and Margaritis [41], Brožovský [27], Papagelis et al. [26],
Miranda and Jorge [25], Balabanović [43], Balík and Jelínek [44], Melville et al.
[45], Billus and Pazzani [46], Robu and La Poutré [47], Miyahara and Pazzani
[48], Kaleli and Polat [19], Cha et al. [50], and Zhang and Srihari [51] also
studied similar experiments.
As we mentioned above, we used seven similarity measurements in the
experiments to find their effects. These similarity measurements are Anderberg,
Gower2, Jaccard, Kulczynski, Ochiai, Pearson’s Correlation, and Yule. Firstly, we
needed to count ones from two vectors as (S11), count zeros as (S00), from the first
vector 1 and from the second vector 0 as (S10), and from the first vector 0 and
from the second vector 1 as (S01). Then, to calculate similarity measurement
coefficient, we used (S11), (S00), (S10), and (S01).
In this study, two main experiments were done, prediction and top-N. For
prediction, two evaluation criteria were used. Namely, they are called
classification accuracy and F-measure. For top-N, hit-ratio was used. Online
performance was also tested for both main experiments with each of seven
similarity measures.
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For prediction, firstly, we selected neighbors for a given user by similarity
values. Then, by using similarity measurement coefficient, we tested the accuracy
and online performance. For prediction, naïve Bayesian classifier algorithm was
utilized. Many parameters like n, for number of user, m, for number of items, and
k, for number of neighbors of active user values varied while doing experiments.
The experiments show that, generally speaking, Yule and Jaccard metric
achieve the best outcomes. On the other hand, Anderberg and Gower2 metric do
not perform well.
For top-N, firstly, we selected neighbors for a given user. Then, by using
similarity measurement coefficients, we tested the hit-ratio and we had top-N
results. Additionally, the online performance was also tested.
Our results show that, generally speaking, Yule and Pearson correlation
metric achieve the best outcomes. On the other hand, Ochiai and Gower2 metric
do not perform well. Similarly, Jaccard and Kulczynski do not provide good
results in terms of both accuracy and online performance.
As a result, we can say that the best similarity measurement is Yule for
both prediction and top-N experiments. On the other hand, Gower2 is the worse
metric.
In the future, the next thing will be to investigate how the similarity
metrics affect the quality of the prediction of the privacy preserving collaborative
filtering.
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